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On avalanche run-up heights on deflecting dams:
Centre-of-mass computations compared to observations

Ulrik Domaas and Carl B. Harbitz
Nonvegian Geotechnical Institute, P.O.Box 3930 Ullevaal Hageby, 0806 Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT. This article reports on the observed run-up heights of avalanches in terrain formations
that act as "natural deflecting dams" with oblique angle of incidence. To compensate for the
deficiencies of today's methods, the parameters governing the run-up heights is discussed, and a
computational model based on the Voellmy-Perla equation is used for calculation of the avalanche
centre-af-mass path along the deflecting dam wall. The maximum calculated centre-af-mass run-up
heights of the avalanches are compared with the observed total run-up heights. The relation between
the two types of heights is elaborated upon for various categories of slide volumes.

INTRODUCTION

Increased human activity in mountain regions,
deforestation from pollution, forestry and ski resorts as
well as a reduced acceptance of living in regions exposed
to snow avalanches have caused a growing need for
protection against avalanches. Such protection is
increasingly obtained by constructing deflecting dams
with oblique angle of incidence to influence the dense
snow avalanche course. A better knowledge and
understanding of terrain deflection of snow avalanches
will improve the methods of design and dimension of
deflecting dams.

The effects of natural deflecting dams on reported
avalanches are described by Harbitz and Domaas (1997;
1998). The most extreme observations indicate that the
height difference between the gully floor and the upper
limit of extension on deflecting terrain formations might
exceed 90 m for large avalanches (estimated volume>
100000 rrr', reaching a velocity of more than 50 m/s).

Neither the run-up heights pioneered by Voellmy
(1955) nor the leading edge models by Hungr and
McClung (1987) or Takahashi and Yoshida (1979)
contain deflection effects. The papers by McClung &
Mears (1995) on dry-flowing avalanche run-up and run-
out or the paper by Chu et al. (1995) on experiments on
granular flows to predict avalanche run-up do not deal
with deflection either. Nevertheless, simulations of
avalanches on deflecting dams have to take into account
that real avalanche flows are three-dimensional. Nohguchi
(1989) has developed a three-dimensional dense snow
avalanche centre-of-mass model based on the equations of
Voellmy (1955), while Sassa (1988) has developed a
geotechnical, quasi three-dimensional continuum model.
Lang and Leo (1994) developed a quasi three-dimensional
dense snow avalanche model, but according to the
originators it is still unknown whether the model can
represent naturally occurring events. Three-dimensional
powder snow avalanche models have been developed by
Scheiwiller (1986) and by Tesche (1986), and other three-
dimensional Powder snow avalanche models are now
being cleveloped into practical tools for avalanche hazard

mapping in France (Naaim, 1995), Switzerland (Hermann
et al., 1994) and Austria (Brandstätter et al., 1996).
Simulations of dense snow avalanches on deflecting dams
are discussed by Irgens et al. (1997), including a real
event simulation comparison between the deflection dam
model described below, and a one-dimensional continuum
model for three-dimensional avalanche flow.
Unfortunately, the present version of the latter model
overestimates the run-up heights.

In the present paper, we discuss observed avalanche
run-up heights on deflecting dams and suggest a simple
computational/empirical method as an alternative to the
complex and partly uncalibrated models described above,
which are not convenient for practitioners.

ON GOVERNING PARAMETERS

Run-up heights on deflection dams are normally deduced
by assuming that all kinetic energy in the avalanche
motion perpendicular to the dam is transferred to potential
energy when the avalanche climbs the dam. However, this
method does not take account of the inclination of the
terrain and the upper dam wall.

As avalanche deflection is a highly complex process,
the analyses should rather be divided into three parts: (l)
the motion before dam impact; (2) the energy loss and
deflection at impact; (3) the motion along the upper dam
wall.

The motion prior to impact is determined by the
properties and the volume of the flowing masses, and the
terrain above the dam. These aspects are more or less
reflected by the avalanche velocity immediately before
impact. Energy loss and deflection at impact are
determined by the coefficient of restitution (also
dependent on snow properties), and the orientation and
configuration of the dam relative to the terrain, reflected
by the velocity difference before and after impact. In
addition to the velocity immediately after impact, the
subsequent motion along the upper dam wall is
determined by snow properties, avalanche extension, and
inclination of the upper dam wall. The chief concern in
dam design is the spatial distribution of run-up heights



above the base line of the dam, and not the run-up heights
relati ve to the (undefined) point of attack. Hence, the
orientation of the base line in the plane of the upper dam
wall also becomes significant in this part. This line is
again determined by the configuration of the dam relative
to the terrai n.

THE CENTRE-OF-MASS DEFLECTION DAM
MODEL

The avalanche velocity immediately before impact, VT, is
found by running the PCM model (Perla et al., 1980). This
model for centre-of-mass velocity calculations along the
centre-line of a prescribed avalanche path, applies the
Voellrny-Perla equation that includes a resistance force
represented by a dynamic drag and a Coulomb friction.
Effects of horizontal curvature are not included. The dry
friction coefficient, )1, and the mass-to-drag ratio, MID,
are tuned to obtain the observed run-out distance.
However, it is uncertain whether the avalanche would
have reached the same run-out distance and velocity
profile without the influence of the deflecting dam,
probably causing compression and energy loss due to
impact. Consequently, the real value of VT is perhaps
higher than calculated by the PCM model. At the same
time, experience has revealed that the PCM model often
overestimates the velocities in the avalanche track. In any
case, the tuned values of )1 and MID are subsequently
applied in the deflection dam model as the best possible
choice.

The deflection dam model is another centre-of-mass
model based on the Voellmy-Perla equation. Strictly
speaking, the centre-of-mass is that of a representative
frontal part of the slide projected onto the terrain, which is
hard to define (the total avalanche centre-of-mass may not
even reach the dam). The simplified dam geometry
consists of a plane terrain of inclination ß and the upper
plane wall of the deflecting dam, oriented by its angle
relative to the terrain, 'If, and the angle between the base
line of the wall (the x-axis), and the terrain contour lines,
<p, see Fig. l. The inclination of the line of steepest
descent along the upper wall of the dam is

[
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O'..,.=sin-I (gx/gt+(gy/g) , where g,=gSIllßSIll<p

and g,. = -g(cos ß sirnp-sin ß cos<pcos'lf)·

Figl/re J: Simplified geometrical configuration jar centre-
of-mass model.
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The maximum calculated run-up height of the centre-

of-mass above the base line of the deflecting dam,
measured along the upper dam wall in a cross-section
perpendicular to the base line of the natural deflecting
dam, i.e. in the y-direction, is termed y","X. This
corresponds to a maximum vertical run-up height above
the base line of the deflecting darn, r","x, measured in a
vertical cross-section perpendicular to the horizontal
projection of the base line of the natural deflecting dam,
Fig. 2. The latter height is more easily estimated from
maps, is intuitively pointed out in the terrain and most
convenient in dam design. The ratio between the total
observed run-up height Yrnt(or the corresponding rUll) and
y","x (or r","x respectively) is termed the run-up factor R=
Yto!Yma.'= rro!rmllx· The determination of R is discussed in
the conclusions. Note that all observed values are
encumbered with uncertainties due to obvious problems in
making exact measurements with simple and portable
equipment.

Also the effects of energy loss due to impact may be
investigated by the deflection dam model. The angle
between the centre-of-mass path tangent line on the upper
dam wall and the dam base line is
t : = tan-J[(cos'<pcos21jf +k'cos'<psin'ljfY" /sin<p]'

where k is the coefficient of restitution, see Fig. 2. The
initial centre-of-mass velocity on the upper dam wall (in
the direction determined by Yo),is

Vo = vT (sin 2 <p + cos 2 <p cos ' \jf + k2 cos 2 <p sin 2 \jf) .
Without any loss of energy (k= 1), the initial values
arey 0= 7t /2 - <p and va = vT' respectively. If the

centre-of-mass velocity component normal to the upper
dam wall is completely lost during the impact (k=O), initial

values are y 0= tan -I (cos\jf / tan <p) and

( )
1/2

va = V T sin 2 <p + cos 2 <p cos 2 \jf For further

details on the deflection dam model equations, see Irgens
et al. (1997); Harbitz and Domaas (1998).

Figure 2: Principal sketch oj run-up heights on deflecting
dam. Curved dotted line indicates centre-of-mass path
(line may alternatively be interpreted as outer extension
oj avalanche flow) on the wall oj the dam. y (i.e. y",/'(,
alternatively Ytor)is the run-up height measured along the
terrain in a cross-section perpendicular to the base line oj
the dam, while r (i.e. r/lw.r>alternatively rIOr)is the vertical
run-up height measured in a vertical cross-section
perpendicular to the horizontal projection oj the base line
of the deflecting dam.



CENTRE-OF-MASS COMPUTATIONS
COMPARED TO OBSERVATIONS

Twelve avalanche paths are inspected and mapped mainly
based on the damage to the forest. The characteristic
features of the avalanche and the terrain are referred to in
Table l, including the velocity immediately before impact
as calculated by the PCM model.

Of the twelve avalanches, ten were deflected by the
terrain, while the Storegjølet and the Årsæterstøylen
avalanches passed over the deflection dam apparently
without deflection. The latter continued almost to the a-
point of the statistical/topographical model (Lied and
Bakkehøi, 1980; Bakkehøi et al., 1983; SAME model
survey report, 1998). With the same parameter values and
without the dam, the avalanche would have continued
another 150 m, i.e. half a standard deviation according to
the statistical/topographical model. The results further
reveal that the velocity is approximately halved by the
dam.

The Indre Standal avalanche is deflected twice on its
way (termed upper and lower deflection in Table 1). With
an increased deflection (q> reduced) and a significantly
more gentle dam slope, a" the avalanche reaches a larger
run-up height in the lower deflection in spite of a much
smaller impact velocity, VT. Also the Lillestølsætra
avalanche reaches a large run-up height on a gentle dam
slope and a relatively low impact velocity. This
emphasises the importance of a steep dam slope causing
high energy loss at impact.

Table I further reveals the observed run-up heights,
rtol> and the run-up heights calculated by the deflection
dam model, rmax. There is no obvious connection between
the two that can be physically simply deduced. The
calculated run-up heights strongly depend on the energy
loss at impact, described by the value of k. It is observed
that smooth deflection (relatively large local radius of
curvature at impact), gentle dam slope and wet snow (low
compression) favour low energy loss, i.e. high values of k,
and large run-up heights.

With the k values in Table l, the deviation between
observed and calculated values increases with the run-up
heights, see Fig. 3. This reflects the shortage of a centre-
of-mass deflection dam model, i.e. the volume and/or the
extension of the avalanche are not considered. Both
quantities presumably increase the run-up heights when
they get larger, as the following and the lower
neighbouring parts of the avalanche push the deflected
front upwards.

To overcome this problem and provide a simple
method to estimate the required height for a deflecting
dam, Fig. 3 further presents a best-fit line between the
points describing all avalanches deflected by the terrain.
Only the Tomasjorddalen avalanche with the extreme
value rtot=9l m is omitted. However, with k=0.5 the
calculations will fit in fairly well along the curve also
here. In spite of its simplicity, the method takes account of
the terrain parameters, the avalanche motion including
energy loss, and the dam configuration and orientation.

To provide a better best-fit line for smaller run-up
heights and for dams more likely to be built, Fig. 4 reveals
the results for avalanches with observed run-up values less
than 25 m only.
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Figure 3: Calculated centre-of mass run-up heights
compared to observed run-up heights. Line shows best-fit
relation ~}b,\' = 2.93eo.16rm", with the avalanche "indre

Standal L" (X ) excluded.
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Figure 4: Calculated centre-of mass run-up heights
compared to observed run-up heights for the avalanches
with rior < 25.0 In. Line shows best-fit relation
r
ahs

= 3.60eO.13/in"x with the avalanche "indre Standal L"

(X) excluded

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Field observations of avalanches directed by natural
deflection dams are back-calculated by a simple centre-of-
mass model using the Voellmy-Perla equation.

Large run-up heights are reached by avalanches with
big volumes/and or extension which obtain high velocities.
These slide dimensions are not accounted for in a centre-



of-mass model, though the latter certainly accounts better
for small and narrow avalanches. Hence, the deviation
between observed and calculated values increases with the
run-up heights. It is also noted that abrupt local deflection
and/or steep dam slopes favours small run-up heights. This
is probably because a large degree of compression takes
place, which must be considered in estimating the dam
heights. On the other hand, low energy loss seems to occur
for large, wet and slow avalanches smoothly deflected,
presumably not being much compressed at impact.

To overcome the shortages of a centre-of-mass
model, a best-fit line between the observed and the
calculated run-up heights is suggested for practical dam
design. Furthermore, the centre-of-mass model provides
additional information on where the maximum run-up
height is obtained along the dam wall.

The gathered observational information provides a
substantial basis for improved understanding of avalanche
deflection processes. Such understanding is essential for
further development, validation and verification of
continuum avalanche models, and for dam design.
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Table J: Summary of characteristic features and computational results for the twelve considered avalanches. All symbols explained in text.

Name Height ß q> <X,; \ji VT Estimated volume rtot rmax k Reasons for for choice of Description of avalanche
of Avalanche Start/Stop deg. deg. deg. deg. mis Start / incl. entrainment m m [ -1 k value (assumed)

m a.sl. lOOOm3

Âpoldi G 1300/0 21.8 53.6 42.3 52.5 31.8 80/250 44.1 15.9 1.0 smooth deflection, large dry; dense+powder
width

Âpoldi L 1300/0 21.8 36.3 41.6 57.8 31.8 80/250 19.7 13.2 0.5 moderate deflection, large dry; dense-powder
width

Tomasjorddalen 1100/0 21.0 33.1 49.0 65.8 51.1 60/200 91.0 31.7 0.5 moderate deflection dry; dense+powder

Ärsæterstøylen 1000/220 18.4 46.5 37 47.8 43.1 50/150 11.81 18.4 0.0 abrupt deflection dry; dense part with moderate
cloud

Lillestølsætra 800/195 12.5 44.8 18.4 25.2 32.3 30/100 43.9 17.5 1.0 gentle dam slope (causes dry; loose dense part with
minor avalanche deflection) minor cloud

Vassdalen 470/210 26.5 50.0 32.7 44.2 28.0 6/12 25 14.1 1.0 smooth defelction dry, loose dense part with
minor cloud

Legdefonna 1400/420 38.3 67.4 35.5 23.8 38.5 40/100? 10.0 7.3 1.0 smooth deflection, wet wet; dense

Indre Standal U 1300/0 29.0 48.8 46.0 61.8 40.4 30/50 10.6 8.0 0.0 abrupt deflection dry; dense

Indre Standal L 1300/0 8.8 30.2 20.3 27.5 23.0 30/50 12.0 12.3 1.0 abrupt deflection, but gentle dry(?); dense
dam slope; second impact

Storegjølet 1000/120 20.5 36.5 41.4 56.6 59.1 25/50 8.01 30.6 0.0 abrupt defelction dry; dense

Sauresetra 600 I 375 18.4 63 29.7 33.7 33.5 10/20 12.5 10.2 1.0 smooth and minor deflection dry; dense

Gaukheidalen 375/50 21.8 65.1 36.0 40.3 34.5 7/15 8.7 6.8 0.5 moderate deflection, large dry; dense
width

\.O
00

1) Avalanche passes dam apparently without deflection. Number indicates dam height.




